
 

RAK Ceramics - Connoisseurs of Sanitaryware & Tiles explain,
how tiles influence your lifestyle.

Choosing a floor tile for your home or office can be daunting. But it need not be. When we speak to
our customers, we understand the dilemma of having found tiles in perfect combinations of hue, size,
texture, and style that look remarkable too, but once they found the tiles they liked, the dilemma was,
how do they know these tiles were going to fit into their home décor? Finding tile floors that will
match your taste and complement your home décor takes some considerations about whereabouts,
color, size, shape, layout, surface pattern, and spacing. Find out, how these elements combine to
create a flooring surface that best complements your living space.

Purchasing environmentally friendly products does not just ensure personal benefits, but also means
that you care about the future of our planet. Keeping this in mind, RAK Ceramics strives hard to create
environment-friendly products without compromising on their durability. Our collection consists of a
range of products and, especially the classic tile selections such as white and beige that are ageless
and when installed, elevate the look of the living space. Beige with a colour-feast of magnificent
rhythmic decorative tiles when used all over the home, improves the appearance of the interiors.
Additionally, lighter colored tiles help smaller areas appear larger and brighten dimly lit areas like the
bathroom or toilet.
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Did you know that porcelain slabs can be made thinner & yet it retain their exceptional strength?
Create an impact and add magic to the heart of your home- the kitchen, with RAK Ceramics. Swap the
splashback in your kitchen with grey, black or white tiles or designer splashbacks, and give your home
that sophisticated look. Tiles are not just purely functional. Our Maximus Megaslabs can be used for
shelves, cabinets, dining tables or kitchen counters. With Maximus Megaslabs, the possibilities are
endless.
 

A little exotic flair for your bathrooms & toilets without the grout lines is now made possible. Our
exceptional Sanitaryware inspires extraordinary living. Did you know that in the last 100 years, the
average height of people in industrialized nations has increased by approximately 10cms?  Curated
with an eye for detail, the water closets are equipped with adjustable flushing systems that
ensure reduced water consumption thus, contributing to a larger cause.
Our personality unconsciously shapes our life around it. Be it choices in patterns, colours, décor,
texture, etc., everything is defined by our personality, which in turn shows in the way we live. A
quality design is the one that fits the home owner's needs as per his or her personality. At RAK
Ceramics, we design to create that little piece of heaven. - Your Own Space.
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